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Are you familiar with the basic Maya tools? Can you complete  most tasks with little or no reliance on the help files? Do your questions about  Maya center on how to put all the pieces together and use the software in a  production setting? If so, Inside Maya 5 is just  what you want and need. Industry professionals who have worked for such houses  as Digital Domain, ILM, PDI/DreamWorks, and Pixar provide insights into making  great production decisions that take advantage of the power of Maya without  compromising production quality - real-world solutions to real-world  challenges!

You'll get coverage of: 

	
    Using Maya in the digital studio pipeline 

    
	
    MEL and the Maya API 

    
	
    Modeling techniques for NURBS, polygonal modeling, and  subdivision surfaces 

    
	
    Modeling characters, sets, and props 

    
	
    Maya's node-based architecture 

    
	
    Particles and dynamics 

    
	
    Character animation and rigging 

    
	
    Lighting, shading and rendering 

    
	
    Bonus interviews with Scott Clark (Pixar) and Paul Thuriot  (Tippett Studios) 
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy: An Introduction to Principles, Applications, and Experimental MethodsPrentice Hall, 2003
 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has become the chemist's most general structural tool. It is one of the few techniques that may be applied to all three states of matter. Some spectra may be obtained from less than a microgram of material. In the early 1960s, spectra were taken crudely on strip-chart recorders. The field has since seen one...
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Microsoft ISA Server 2006 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
It is rare to run into that one product that impresses technical audiences in the way that ISA Server has managed to. As I prepared to write this book, what surprised me was not ISA’s ability to wow and charm Microsoft-centric environments, but its ability to impress the Microsoft-skeptic crowds as well. These are the ones who have been...
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PostgreSQL Developer s GuidePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, develop, and implement streamlined databases with PostgreSQL


	About This Book

	
		Design efficient, real-world database solutions and extend your knowledge of database concepts
	
		Learn how to program using native PostgreSQL procedural languages to write custom functions
	...
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Planning Under Pressure, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
How should you start reading Planning under Pressure? Your choice will depend on the nature
of your interests; the time at your disposal; and the extent of any prior familiarity you may have
with the strategic choice approach.

The purpose of this quick access guide is to help you in making your decisions about selective...
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Effective Project Management: Traditional, Agile, ExtremeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Expert guidance on ensuring project success—the latest edition!


	Many projects fail to deliver on time and within budget, and often-poor project management is to blame. If you're a project manager, the newest edition of this expert and top-selling book will help you avoid the pitfalls and manage projects...
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OpenGL SuperBible (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
OpenGL SuperBible, Third Edition is a comprehensive, hands-on guide for Mac and Windows programmers who need to know how to program with the new version of OpenGL. This book will help readers master and expand their knowledge of 3D graphics programming and OpenGL implementation. Seasoned OpenGL programmers will also...
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